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MELBOURNE VIC 3001 

Air New Zealand and Air Canada 
Applications for Authorisation 

A91 097 and A91 098 

We refer to your letter dated 19 August 2008. 

The Australian Federation of Travel Agents ("AFTA) makes the following submissions in 

response to the above applications. 

Introduction 

1. Air New Zealand Ltd ("Air New Zealand") and Air Canada proposed to enter into a 

Strategic Cooperation Agreement ("Cooperation Agreement1') for the purposes of 

creating a joint venture between the two airlines in relation to the co-ordination, sale 

and marketing of non-stop direct flights between two city pairs being (i) Sydney and 

Vancouver to be operated by Air Canada and (ii) Auckland and Vancouver, to be 

operated by Air New Zealand ("the Direct Services"). 

2. The Cooperation Agreement provides for Air New Zealand and Air Canada to 'align' the 

commercial and sales policies of the airlines and to share the revenue on the services. 

Authorisation is sought for competing airlines to fix the price of airfares. 
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3. In addition the Cooperation Agreement provides that the airlines can adopt identical 

sales policies for the Direct Services including but not limited to fares, commission paid 

to travel agents, incentives, discounts and handling of groups [paragraph 3.161. 

4. In preparing these submissions, AFTA has been at a disadvantage in not being able to 

review the Cooperation Agreement which forms Annexure 1 to the submission to the 

ACCC as the applicants have made a claim for a restriction of publication. This is 

surprising given that no such similar claim was made in respect of similar applications 

for authorisation lodged by Qantas Airways Ltd and Air New Zealand (A30220, A30221 

and A30222) in respect of the Proposed Strategic Alliance Agreement between the two 

airlines. 

5. Currently Air New Zealand operates services between Auckland and Vancouver three 

times per week. Since December 2007 Air Canada has operated a daily flight between 

Sydney and Vancouver which replaced its previous service to Vancouver via Honolulu. 

Air New Zealand no longer flies direct services between Australian ports and North 

America. 

6. Air New Zealand and Air Canada are members of the Star Alliance. 

The Transpacific Market 

7. In April 2008, V Australia announced it would commence non-stop services between 

Australia and the United States in December 2008. Currently, there is little competition 

on the trans Pacific routes to North America. Direct services are provided between 

Australia and the United States by Qantas and United Airlines and Air Canada provides 

the only direct service between Australia and Canada. 

8. As a result there is currently very little price competition. Qantas, as the dominant 

carrier, in effect, sets benchmark prices. Air New Zealand, because it competes by 

providing an indirect service (via Auckland) tends to price its services slightly cheaper 
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than Qantas. United Airlines, because of its current financial difficulties, provides no 

real price competition to Qantas'. 

9. V Australia will operate services from three Australian ports (Brisbane, Sydney and 

Melbourne) to Los Angeles and San Francisco. However it currently has no plans to fly 

to Canada. 

10. Australian aviation policy has excluded other carriers such as Singapore Airlines from 

competing on the direct trans Pacific routes between Australia and North America. 

There is nothing to indicate this policy will change in the immediate future. 

The Applicants' rationale 

11. It is submitted by the airlines [paragraph 4.61 that absent the Cooperation Agreement 

there may not be sufficient demand to support the services and that the Cooperation 

Agreement is the most efficient way to ensure the long-term success of these services. 

What Air New Zealand and Air Canada seek is authorisation of conduct such as 

revenue sharing, the fixing of specific fare levels, the co-ordination of the introduction of 

tactical fares and harmonised marketing in respect of two services in different markets - 
that being the supply and acquisition of passage of flights between Australia and 

Canada and between New Zealand and Canada. 

12. Air Canada commenced daily direct services between Australia and Canada prior to the 

seeking of authorisation of the Cooperation Agreement. That decision would have 

been made after consideration was given by Air Canada to the demand to support such 

a direct service between the two countries. Indeed the direct service replaced the 

indirect service via Honolulu and the presumption is that the airline came to the view 

that a direct service would, in the immediate future, be viable. 

13. Currently Air New Zealand, in order to remain competitive, prices its indirect service to 

North America cheaper than the services offered by carriers flying directly. AFTA's 

concern is that if the Cooperation Agreement is authorised then this would lead to an 

increase in the price on Air New Zealand's indirect service. Any concern by Air New 
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Zealand may lose market share on this route would be compensated by the fact that 

the two airlines will share the revenue on both services. The Australian public will 

therefore lose out on the benefit of obtaining a cheaper alternative fare to Canada (on 

the indirect route). Air New Zealand, meanwhile, would be able to continue to compete 

on the trans-Tasman portion of the route whilst charging higher through fares to 

Canada. 

The role of travel agents 

14. The primary source of income for travel agents is commission derived on the sale of 

international air fares on behalf of airlines. 

15. The ACCC has previously determined that travel agents and airlines compete directly in 

the passenger air travel retail market.' 

16. The public benefit from a competitive environment for air fares and travel agents are 

able to compete in the market by sharing with consumers the commission they earn 

from airlines. 

17. AFTA is concerned that should authorisation be granted Air New Zealand and Air 

Canada would be free to reduce the commission payable to travel agents on the Direct 

Services. Travel agents would have no alternative service to sell as Air Canada is the 

only airline flying direct services between Australia and Canada. 

18. Air New Zealand and Air Canada are members of the Star Alliance. This membership 

should not be used as a leverage to allow further lessening of competition. As noted in 

the submission in support of the application [paragraph 7.71 Air New Zealand has rights 

to allow it to fly directly from Australia to Canada but has chosen not to do so. There 

would be no incentive for Air New Zealand to introduce such flights (or indeed, 

reintroduce direct flights between Australia and the United States). As a result, 

consumer choice will remain limited. AFTA submits that it is not sufficient for Air New 

Zealand and Air Canada to assert that they are not direct competitors in relation to the 

specific services comprising the Direct Services. However, properly construed, the 
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relevant market has been the market for the supply and acquisition of passenger flights 

between Australia and North America and not be restricted to Canada. 

19. AFTA submits that the public benefits stated in the application may be illusionary. It is 

difficult to see how the Cooperation Agreement will lead to increased choice and 

convenience for the public flying between Australia and Canada. Air Canada currently 

flies direct daily services and there is nothing to indicate that this will change in the 

immediate future. These services provide an opportunity for the Canadian market to 

access Australia. 

20. In light of Air New Zealand's retreat from direct services between Australia and North 

America it is difficult to see how the Cooperation Agreement will lead to more efficiently 

operated services between Australia and Canada (with the purported resulting fuel 

consumption savings). 

A viable alternative 

21. Code sharing is a recognised and acceptable way for two airlines to achieve operating 

efficiencies without the need to engage in conduct which, without authorisation, would 

be in breach of the Trade Practices Act. There is nothing in the applicants' 

submissions in support of the application to indicate any disadvantage in the current 

code sharing relationship continuing. Annexure 2 to the submission makes reference 

to the current operating Strategic Alliance Agreement and Code Share Agreement but 

again, publication has been restricted. 

22. There is nothing in the submissions to indicate why the code sharing relationship 

cannot continue or why such a code sharing relationship is any less advantageous to 

the respective airlines. 

23. There is currently little competition in the relevant markets. The reference in the 

submissions to other airlines [paragraphs 7.15 - 7.191 and the data in Annexure 3 is of 

little assistance to the ACCC. Any alternative routes other than non stop or one stop 
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services are not a viable alternative given that the duration of such flights are 

approximately one third or greater in length than the direct flights. 

24. AFTA submits that authorisation of the Cooperation Agreement will inevitably lead to an 

increase in the average air fares between Australia and Vancouver both on the direct 

and indirect routes operated by Air Canada and Air New Zealand in the absence of any 

competition from another carrier. In the face of authorised and highly co-ordinated 

activities, other carriers would be unlikely to commence services on the Direct Services 

there would be little incentive to do so and it would be difficult dealing with such a co- 

ordinated approach from two competitors. 

Fuel Surcharges 

25. AFTA's concern that authorisation will lead to airfare increases is supported by a review 

of Air New Zealand's and Air Canada's treatment of fuel surcharges. Fuel surcharges 
fl 

were introduced in May 2004 by many airlines as a means of covering costs as a result 

of the increase in the price of aviation fuel. Rather than increase the price of the 

airfares airlines imposed a 'surcharge' on the basis that it would be a temporary 

measure. This however has not been the case and the surcharges remain in place 

some four years later. 

26. Annexed to the submissions and marked 'A' is a pricing request provided by Air 

Canada for a return economy flight from Sydney to Vancouver departing on 30 

September 2008 and returning on 30 October 2008. The breakdown of the quotation 

shows that Air Canada imposes a fuel surcharge of $450 (in addition to other taxes, 

fees and charges). It will be noted that this is a direct 'Right between the two cities. 

27. Annexure 'B' is a quotation obtained from Air New Zealand for travel between the two 

cities on the same dates. As Air New Zealand does not fly directly to Vancouver the 

flight is via Auckland. The charges summary on that fare shows that the fuel 

surcharges component is $270. 

28. The respective price to be paid by a consumer is: 

Air Canada $2,825.28, and 
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• Air New Zealand $2,971.64. 

29. The fuel surcharge imposed by each airline however is significantly different. 

30. There is no evidence as to how airlines determine their fuel surcharges. Whilst it is a 

cost recovery exercise each airline will have a different cost base and would have 

entered into different forward contracts for the purchase of aviation fuel. 

31. In the event authorisation is granted Air New Zealand and Air Canada would have the 

ability to fix airfares including the fuel surcharge component. 

Conclusion 

32. In AFTA's view Air New Zealand and Air Canada have not shown that any public 

benefit would be outweighed by the negative effect on competition. In AFTA's 

submission there is no overriding reason why two airlines which compete should be 

authorised to set specific fares, the payment of commissions, incentives and co- 

ordinate its marketing. The Cooperation Agreement provides for the two airlines to 

revenue share on two distinct and separate routes. The inevitable result must be that 

prices will rise whilst not providing any additional services to consumers. 

33. There is nothing to suggest in the submissions that authorisation would lead Air New 

Zealand and Air Canada to run more efficient services between Australia and Canada. 

In AFTA's opinion, the perceived competitive constraints are illusionary, given the 

current position on the trans-Pacific routes. 

34. There is nothing to suggest that the Cooperation Agreement will provide consumers 

with increased choice or convenience when flying between Australia and Canada. 

There is however great potential for prices to increase without any commensurate 

increased benefits. 

35. If authorisation is to be granted, then it should be for a period less than the requested 

five years. AFTA submits that an initial period of authorisation should be no greater 

than three years. Should Air New Zealand and Air Canada reapply for authorisation 
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then the ACCC can review any such application in light of market information obtained 

during the initial period of authorisation. 

Yours faithfully, 

Mike Hatton / 
Chief Executive Officer 
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Review Flight Details select kumw W ~ W  pz~ssenger~ Purctlase Itinemry 

The grand total shown Includes all taxes, fees, fuel and other charges. Fares shown are the best available 
uniform rates at this time for the number of tfckets and the selected travel times and dates. Fares are not 
guaranteed until you purchase your ticket. 

4% Review your itinerary - ' -.- 

! Flight From Date &pa{ Arrive Stops Duration Aircraft Fare Meal 
Type Service' 

AC034 Sydney, Vancouver, Tue Sep-30 10: 1 
Kingsford Vancouver 
Smith Int' l (WR) 
(SYD) 

AC033 Vancouver, Sydney, Thu Oct-30 23:s 
Vancouver Kingsford 
Int' l  (YVR) Smith 

(SYD) 

1 07:lO 0 14hr00 77L L eisure 
L M,i 

I 09:OS 0 15hr15 77L L eisure 
+2 days L M,I 

@$ Review final quote details 

Fare Summary 

~ ~ 0 3 3 :  Check-in for this flight is in the damc?stic 

M: Meal (Non Specific) 0 :  Breakfast 
- --I--------- 

terminal, even t h o ~ ~ c ~ h  it is an lnteinational flight. 

. _ - - - - - - - . A -  

Passenger Type 

Base Fare . . 
Departing Flight - Leisure discount options - available only 
Jazz operated flights 

I -:k No Aemplan Mlles I -17.00 

Adult 

2248.00 

for Alr Canada and Air Canada 

* No Aeroplan Miles I Returning Flight -  els sure discount optlons - available only 
Jazz operated flights 

I Surcharges I 3 1.00 

-17.00 

for Air Canada and Air Canada 

Fuel Surcharge 
. .. 

Taxes, Fees and Charges 
Canada Airport Improvement Fee 

Air Travellers Security charge (ATSC) 

Australla Passenger Service Charge 

Australia Passenger Move Charge . - 
Canada Goods and Servlces Tax (GST/HST #10009-2287) 

Total alrfare and taxes before options (per passenger) 

Number Of Passengers 

Grand Total - AustralIan dollars 

1 for 
information; 

$2825.28 purpose on1 

' Tickets are refundable (penalty applies) and Tlckets are non-refundable on 

i Caribbean; Mexico destinations and Costa Rlca. 

prior to departure. 

I Changes are permitted as follows: 

i 
same day flights only. 

1 @ Review the rules and conditions and 

i Departing Flight Sydney (SYD) To Vancouver (WR: 

check box to continue - 
- Leisure 
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Min imum/maximum stay, and other conditions may apply. 
Complimentary advance seat select ion on Air Canada and Air Canada Jazz (subject to 
availability). 
Earn 100% Alr Canada Status Miles for Fllghts operated by Air Canada. 
Read complete fare rules applicable to  this fare. 

No Aeroplan Miles 

Save $17 per traveller per direction. 
Aeroplan Miles are not accumulated for distance flown. 
Only available t o  Aeroplan members and you wlll be required to sign into your 
account In order to be eligible for thls offer. 

" Once your ticket has been purchased, this option cannot be changed. 

I want t o  change m y  selected opt ions f o r  this flight 

I ............................................................. -......-.--..*...-.-.-.. " .--.-m..--...........----.--.-.-.-- * .--.-....--.-..*....-.----...-.-.--.......-.-.-.--.-----..-- " .---.-- 

I Returning Fllght Vancouver (YVR) To Sydney (SYD) - Leisure i 
Tickets are refundable (penalty applles) and non-transferable. Tickets are non-refundable on 
Caribbean; Mexico destinations and Costa Rica. 
Changes can be made up to 2 hours prior to departure.Cancellations can be made up to 45 mlnutes 
prior to departure. 
Changes are permitted as follows: 
Prior to  day of departure - $168 AUD plus taxes and any fare difference If applicable. 
Day of departure, at the airport - $100 CAD, plus applicable taxes (no charge for fare difference) for 
same day flights only. 
Flights can only be used In sequence from the place of departure specified on the itinerary. 
Min imum/maximum stay, and other conditlons may apply. 
Complimentary advance seat selection on Air Canada and Air Canada Jazz (subject to 
availability). 
Earn 100% Air Canada Status Miles for flights operated by Air Canada. 
Read complete fare rules applicable to this fare. 

No Aeroplan Miles 

Save $17 per traveller per dlrection. 
Aeroplan Mlles are not accumulated for dlstance flown. 

If: Only avallable to Aeroplan members and you will be required t o  sign into your 
account in order to be eligible for thls offer. 
Once your ticket has been purchased, this option cannot be changed. 

1 I want t o  change my selected options f o r  th i s  f l ight  

I have read and  accept the 'Fare Rules' and Air Canada's 'General Condit ions of 
Carriage'. 
(Please check box to confirm your acceptance and continue.) 

I Sign in i r  continue as a guest 
Y*C U Y . I C Y D I C M N P # . . " . Y - - - u . I  * 

1. You are not currently signed in. Please sign in now. We Recommend that 
you sign In so that: 

Aeroplan Number ' * Password 

Remember my Aeroplan number 

Forgot/Need a password? 

OR 

2. You may complete your booking as a guest. 

You earn one Aeroplan 
Mlle for every $1-3 spent 
on your flights within 
Canada or-between 
Canada and the U.S. 
More ... 

YOU can take 
advantage of our latest 
feature - Online Changes 
- where you can modify 

You have selected the "No Aeroplan or  Air Canada Status Miles" eligible bookings onllne. 
optlon on the "Customize your fllght" page. You are not allowed to More ... . 
continue as a guest when this options Is selected. If you want to continue 
as a guest, click on the checkbox below to remove this option. Please note YOU can save your 
that if you remove the "No Aeroplan or Air Canada Status Miles" option, 

http://book.aircanada. c o m / p V A C o n l i n e / e ~ b . .  . 1 0 Sep 08 
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the discount amount wlll be added back to your fare. reservation preferences 
in your profile and Remove the "No Aeroptan or Air Canada Status miles" option to slgn-in as a retrieve them at any 

guest. time. 
Create a Profile 

If you are not a member, 
you may create a profile 
or click 'continue as 
guest' to book your flight 
(s) as a GUEST, 

h t t p : / / b o o k . a i r c a n a d a . c o m / p l / A C o n l i n e / e n / .  . 10 Sep 08 



Air New Zealand Bookings - Create Itinerary 

4 
AIR NEW ZEALAND 

Page 1 of 2 'L 8 1 

Help ( Contact Us 

FLIGHT BOOKINGS 

>> Customer Login Lqin Help 

Username or 
Airpoints No. 

Password 

Create itinerary helpwiththispa@ 

Select the flights that best suit your plans and Continue. Bookings are not complete 
or accepted by Air New Zealand until payment has been received and a booking 
reference number has been issued. 

Sydney to Vancouver 
Tuesday 30 September 2008 

ie:! Economy 
from AUD 1 ,263.00a 

Premium Economy Busi 
No seals available from 

Sort by  owes sf . -  Fare - .?g 2 options found - - - 
DEPARTS ARRIVES FLIGHT INFO DURATION :sBAL SAVER Info GLOBAL SAVER Info GLOB/ 

10:30 AM Tue 30th 4:30 PM Tue 30th $ NZ0704 No seats available Adult $1 .263.001 (:$! Adult 
Svdnev Auckland 
7:30 PM Tue 30th 11 :45 AM Tue 30th 
Auckland San Francisco NZ0008 22h 48rn 
2:05 PM Tue 30th 4:18 PM Tue 30th $2 ~ ~ 4 7 1 6  
San Francisco Vancouver 

10:30 AM Tue 30th 4:30 PM Tue 30th NZ0704 No seats available Adult $1 -263.00" (:--:; Adult 
Sydney Auckland -. 

7:15 PM Tue 30th 9 4:15 AM Tue 30th NZ0006 
Auckland Los Angeles 23h 30m 
2:15 PM Tue 30th 5:00 PM Tue 30th C; ~ ~ 4 7 9 7  
Los Angeles Vancouver 

Operated by Air New Zealand t b  Operated by other carrier - dick flight number for details 

Vancouver to Sydney 
Thursday 30 October 2008 

.-. 
i:e:l Economy Premium Economy i_) Busi 

from AUD 1.263.00' No seats available from 

Sort by Loweft Fare - ;" 2 options found 

DEPARTS ARRIVES FLIGHT INFO DURATKIN ",gBAL SAVER Info GLOBAL SAVER info GLOB/ 

3:29 PM Thu 30th 5:50 PM Thu 30th tP  NZ9755 No seats available Adult $1,263.00* <*! Adult 
Vancouver San Francisco 
7:00 PM Thu 30th 4:00 AM Sat 1st g NZ0007 23h 
San Francisco Auckland 
7:QO AM Sat 1st 8:30 AM Sat 1st & ~ ~ 0 7 0 1  ---- 
Auckland Sydney 

'155 PM Thu 30th 4 5 2  PM Thu 30th NZ4772 No seats available Adult $1,263.00* {-'-! Adult 
Vancouver tos Angeles ' -.. 

7:30 PM Thu 30th 4:25 AM Sat 1st NZ0005 24h 3Sm 
Los Angeles Auckland 
7:00 AM Sat 1st 8:30 AM Sat 1st 4 ~ ~ 0 7 0 1  

https://flightbookings.aimewzealand.com.au/isbookenAUoosecorFits.do 10 Sep 08 
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...A , -.--. . ----- ..... 

Page 2 of 2 

Auckiand Sydney 

Operated by Air New Zealand gk Operated by other carrier - click flight number for details 

1 Adult Fare(s) AUD $2,526.00* 

Base Fare(s)" AUD $2,526.00* 

Taxes, levies 8, surchargesdetail AUD $445.64 

Total Fare@) AUD $2,971.64 

Use this button to pay for Use this button to pay for all 
one or more travellers with travellers by credit card. 

Alrpoints Dollars '*. 

* Fares exdude applicable surcharges and airport 8 government 
costs, which are shown separately on this page. Additional 
surcharges and costs cannot be paid for with Airpoints Dollars, and 
must be charged to a credit card. 

Return fares per person which end in 50 cents may be rounded up 
to the nearest dollar on the next page. 

" Where any flight is operated by another airline (indicated with Ihe 
f; symbol), you cannot book online and pay with Airpoints Dolla-s. 
Please phone 13 24 76 to make these kinds of bookings. 

PLEASE NOTE: Airpoints rewards are ineligible for earning 
Airpoints Dollars or any frequent flyer points or miles with partner 
airlines. 

Website Terms of Use Privacy & Se'zurity Policy Browser Compatibility Conditions of Carriage 

Copyright C 2004 - 2008 Air New Zealand Limited. 
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Charges Summary 

CHARGES SUMMARY 

TAXES LEVIES & SURCHARGES 

CODE 

AU 

AY 

CA 

SQ 

WY 

XA 

XF 

XG 

XY 

YC 

YQ 

DESCRlPTlON 

Passenger Movement Charge 

Passenger Civil Aviation Security Service 

Air Travellers Security Charge 

' Airport Improvement Fee 

Passenger Service Charge International 

U.S. Animal and Plant Health Inspection Services Fee 

Passenger Facility Charge 

Canadian Goods And Services Tax 

Immigration User Fee 

Custom User Fee 

Fuel Surcharge 

Taxes, levies & surcharges 

Page 1 of 1 A . i, 

CHARGES SUMMARY 

AMOUNT 

AUD $47.00 

AUD $6.20 

AUD $7 9.70 

AUD $1 7.40 

AUD $42.84 

AUD $1 2.20 

AUD $5.50 

AUD $1.10 

AUD $1 7.00 

AUD $6.70 

AUD $270.00 

AUD $445.64 
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